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Uveal melanoma (UM) is the most common intraocular tumor in adults.

Recurrent mutations in BRCA1-associated protein 1 (BAP1) and splicing

factor 3B subunit 1 (SF3B1) display a mutually exclusive pattern in UM,

but the underlying mechanism is unknown. We show that combined BAP1

deficiency and SF3B1 hotspot mutation lead to senescence and growth

arrest in human UM cells. Although p53 protein expression is induced,

deletion of TP53 (encoding p53) only modestly rescues the observed senes-

cent phenotype. UM cells with BAP1 loss or SF3B1 mutation are more

sensitive to chemotherapeutic drugs compared with their isogenic parental

cells. Transcriptome analysis shows that DNA-repair genes are downregu-

lated upon co-occurrence of BAP1 deletion and SF3B1 mutation, thus

leading to impaired DNA damage response and the induction of senes-

cence. The co-occurrence of these two mutations reduces invasion of UM

cells in zebrafish xenograft models and suppresses growth of melanoma

xenografts in nude mice. Our findings provide a mechanistic explanation

for the mutual exclusivity of BAP1 and SF3B1 mutations in human UM.

1. Introduction

Uveal melanoma (UM), the most common primary

intraocular tumor in adults, originates from

melanocytes in the anterior (iris) or posterior uveal

tract (choroid and ciliary body) [1,2]. Approximately

half of UM patients develop metastasis, with about

90% metastasis in the liver. Once metastasized, there
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are no effective therapies at present, with an overall

survival of only 6 months [3].

UM is molecularly distinct from cutaneous mela-

noma (CM) and shows a different pattern of driver

mutations. Instead of the BRAF or NRAS mutations

common in CM, UM harbors mutually exclusive

somatic mutations in the G protein-coupled receptor

(GPCR) signal transducer GNAQ and GNA11 (encod-

ing Gq and G11, respectively) (92.5%), the GPCR

CYSLTR2 (4%), and downstream effector PLCB4

(2.5%) genes. CYSLTR2 is known to couple to Gq/11

to activate PLCb4; thus, these genes act in the same sig-

naling pathway. These observations suggest that consti-

tutively active Gq signaling, particularly the Gq/11

coupled, plays a central role in driving tumorigenesis in

virtually all UM [4]. We have previously shown that

Gq/11 mutations act through the Hippo pathway to

induce tumorigenesis [5]. In contrast, only a minor frac-

tion (5%) of UM cases carries BRAF mutations [6].

Other common UM mutations include BRCA1-

associated protein 1 (BAP1), splicing factor 3B subunit

1 (SF3B1), and eukaryotic translation initiation factor

1A, X chromosomal (EIF1AX) [7,8]. Loss-of-function

mutations in the BAP1 tumor suppressor gene are

strongly correlated with metastasis [9,10], while muta-

tions in SF3B1 and EIF1AX are associated with inter-

mediate and low risk, respectively [11,4]. Interestingly,

BAP1 and SF3B1 mutations are also mutually exclusive

in UM [4]. However, the molecular insights underlying

this mutually exclusive mutation pattern are unknown.

Notably, blue nevus-like melanoma (BNLM) and pri-

mary leptomeningeal melanocytic tumor (PLMT) have

genetic mutations similar to UM, but distinct from

CM. Blue nevi are common dermal melanocyte prolifer-

ations and largely benign; however, low-frequency

malignant transformation gives rise to BNLM. Mutu-

ally exclusive mutations in GNAQ or GNA11 are most

common in blue nevi while low-frequency mutations in

either CYSLTR2 or PLCB4 also exist [12,13]. Interest-

ingly, BAP1 deletions and SF3B1 hotspot mutations

are associated with BNLM, indicating their positive role

in malignancy. PLMT occurs in the central nervous sys-

tem and displays genetic mutations similar to UM,

including high-frequency mutations in GNAQ/11 and

low-frequency mutations in CYSLTR2 and PLCB4 in

mutually exclusive manner. Furthermore, mutations in

BAP1, SF3B1, and EIF1AX are also commonly

observed in PLMT [14].

The BAP1 gene encodes a ubiquitin carboxyl terminal

hydrolase with deubiquitinase activity [15]. BAP1 is pre-

dominantly in the nucleus where it interacts with

transcription-related proteins such as FOXK1/2, YY1,

HCF1, and OGT1 to regulate the expression of target

genes [16–18]. BAP1 and ASXL1/2/3 form the poly-

comb repressive deubiquitinase (PR-DUB) complex,

which mainly functions to remove monoubiquitin from

ubiquitinated histone 2A at lysine 119 (H2AK119ub1)

[19]. It has been shown that the delicate balance between

H2A ubiquitination and deubiquitination helps to fine-

tune gene expression [20]. Accordingly, BAP1 influences

a wide array of cellular functions, such as transcriptional

regulation and the DNA damage response [21]. Previous

work has shown that knockdown of BAP1 in UM cell

lines by siRNA/shRNA leads to the loss of melanocyte

identity and acquisition of a de-differentiated, stem-like

phenotype which conceivably contributes to their pro-

metastatic behavior [9,22].

The SF3B1 gene encodes subunit 1 of the splicing

factor 3b protein complex, which is essential in pre-

mRNA splicing [23]. SF3B1 mutations are typically

heterozygous and cluster at hotspots, a mutation pat-

tern that is characteristic for oncogenes. SF3B1 K700

mutation is common in hematological malignancies,

while mutations in R625, and less frequently in K666,

are found in UM [24,7,25,8]. SF3B1 mutations have

been reported to induce cryptic 3’ splice site selection

through alternative branchpoint usage thus affecting a

wide range of primary transcripts [26].

Integrative analysis showed that BAP1- and SF3B1-

mutant UM have distinct genomic aberrations, tran-

scriptional features, and clinical outcomes, whereas

GNAQ- and GNA11-mutant UM do not show such dif-

ference [4]. The mutual exclusivity for GNAQ and

GNA11 mutations in UM can be explained by their sim-

ilar functions in cellular signaling with mutation of one

gene relieving selective pressure of mutating the other.

Unlike GNAQ and GNA11, we hypothesize that BAP1

and SF3B1 mutations affect different cellular processes

and their concurrent mutations may induce synthetic

unfitness to cells, thus displaying mutual exclusivity in

their mutation spectrum. Here, we determined the effect

of co-occurrence of BAP1 and SF3B1 mutations using

cell models expressing single or double mutations simul-

taneously. This report reveals a molecular mechanism

accounting for the observed mutual exclusivity of BAP1

and SF3B1 mutations in UM patients.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell Lines, culture procedures, and

chemicals

UM cell lines (92.1, Mel202, Mel270, OMM2.2,

OMM2.3, OMM2.5, OMM1, OCM1, Mel285, and

Mel290), provided by Dr. Martine Jager (Leiden
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University), were maintained as previously described [5].

Y-MESO-14 was a gift from Dr. Yoshitaka Sekido

(Aichi Medical University), and NCI-H2373 was pur-

chased from ATCC. These two mesothelioma cell lines

were maintained as previously described [27]. Human

embryonic kidney 293T cells were from ATCC and cul-

tured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10%

fetal bovine serum. All media supplemented with

50 lg�mL�1 penicillin/streptomycin. Cells were main-

tained at 37 °C with 5% CO2 and confirmed to be free

of mycoplasma. Olaparib (PARP inhibitor, TargetMol)

and temozolomide (alkylating agent, Sigma-Aldrich,

Shanghai, China) were pre-prepared as stock solution in

DMSO and used at concentrations indicated in figures.

2.2. SA-b-Galactosidase staining

SA-b-gal (senescence-associated b-galactosidase) assay

was performed in a 6-well plate using a staining kit

(Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were washed with PBS, then fixed,

and stained following the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.3. EdU staining

5-Ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine (EdU) staining was per-

formed using Click-iTTM Plus EdU kit (Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, CA, USA) per manufacturer protocol. The

proliferation capacity was analyzed by measuring the

percentage of EdU-positive cells in DAPI-stained cells.

2.4. Cell cycle analysis

Cells were fixed with ice-cold 75% ethanol in PBS and

stained using propidium iodide. The distribution of

cells in different phases of the cell cycle was analyzed

by flow cytometry (BD FACSCanto II).

2.5. Elisa

IL-6 and TNF-a in cell culture supernatant were mea-

sured by Elisa, using assay kits (Sino Biological, Bei-

jing, China) in accordance with the manufacturer’s

instructions. The data were normalized to cell numbers.

2.6. Colony formation assay

Cells (2000 cells per well) were seeded in six-well plate.

Colonies were stained using 0.005% crystal violet in

5% methanol and counted 10–14 days after plating.

2.7. PD calculation

Population doublings (PD) were calculated as described

previously [28]. Cells infected with BAP1 sgRNA g2 or

control viruses were selected with puromycin for 3 days

and recovered in fresh medium. The day when cells

were plated in 12-well plates at 4 9 104 per well in trip-

licates (7 days postinfection) was defined as day 0.

Every 4 days, cells were harvested and counted. At each

split, 4 9 104 cells were replated to fresh plates and

allowed to grow until next split. PD were calculated

with the formula PD = log(N2/N1)/log2, where N1 is

the number of cells plated and N2 is that of recovered.

2.8. Cell viability assay

Cells were seeded in 96-well plates. Seeded cell numbers:

Mel202 (4000 cells), OMM2.3 (1500 cells), OCM1 (900

cells). After attachment, cells were treated with olaparib

or temozolomide at the indicated concentrations for

6 days. MTT was then added, and the cells were further

incubated in the presence of 0.5 mg�mL�1 MTT for 3 h.

The optical density was measured spectrophotometrically

at 570 nm in a multiwall plate reader (Bio-Rad Laborato-

ries, Hercules, CA, USA). Each condition consisted of, at

least, three replicate wells, and data were expressed as the

percentage of survival of vehicle control (DMSO) cells.

2.9. Anchorage-independent growth assay

Each six-well plate was coated with 1.5 mL of bottom

agar (0.5% Difco agar noble in normal culture med-

ium). Mel202 (10 000) or OMM2.3 (6000) was sus-

pended in 1.5 mL of top agar (0.3% Difco agar noble)

into each well. Cells were treated with 200 ng�mL�1

doxycycline for 6 days to trigger CRISPR-mediated

gene editing and then incubated in normal culture

medium for approximately 2 weeks. Colonies were

stained using 0.005% crystal violet.

2.10. Transwell cell migration assay

Cell migration assays were performed using transwell

plates (8 lm pore size polycarbonate membrane)

(Corning). The bottom membrane was pre-coated with

fibronectin (20 lg�mL�1). Cells were seeded (4 9 104

cells) into the upper chamber of the insert in serum-

free media. Lower chamber was filled with complete

medium. After 24 h, cells were fixed and stained with

0.1% crystal violet. Cells in the upper chamber were

carefully removed, and cells that migrated through the

filter were assessed by photography.

2.11. Generation of knockout cells

CRISPR-Cas9 system was used to delete genes in

Mel270, OMM2.3, Mel202, and OCM1 cells. The
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plasmid px459 v2 and lentiCRISPR v2 were provided

by Dr. Feng Zhang (Addgene plasmids #62988 and

52961) [29]. Gene-specific sgRNAs were designed using

the CRISPR design tool at http://crispr.mit.edu. Cells

were transfected, selected with puromycin for 3 days,

and single-cell sorted by FACs (UCSD; Human

Embryonic Stem Cell Core, BDInflux) into 96-well

plate format. Single clones were expanded and

screened by protein immunoblotting and confirmed by

genomic sequencing. For inducible BAP1 knockout

experiment, a two vector (lentiGuide-Hygro backbone)

system was used. Cas9-Mel202, Cas9-OMM2.3, and

Cas9-OCM1 cells were generated by lentiviral trans-

duction of the doxycycline-inducible FLAG-Cas9 vec-

tor pCW-Cas9 (Addgene plasmid #50661). Following

a 3-day selection with 1 lg�mL�1 puromycin, the cells

were sorted onto 96-well plates with only one cell in

each well. The level of FLAG-Cas9 expression in the

presence and absence of 200 ng�mL�1 doxycycline was

analyzed for many clones by western blotting of

FLAG-tag (Sigma-Aldrich). Subsequently, a single col-

ony with strong induction and minimal background

level of Cas9 expression was selected from each cell

line. To generate cell lines stably expressing sgRNAs

targeting BAP1 gene, the above clones with inducible

FLAG-Cas9 were transduced with a lentiviral pGuide-

Puro-BAP1 vector (Addgene plasmid #52963), which

was modified to confer resistance to hygromycin, and

selected with hygromycin (500 lg�mL�1) for 5 days.

To induce gene knockout, Cas9 expression was

induced by the addition of doxycycline (200 ng�mL�1).

Guide sequences used in the study are listed in

Table S1.

2.12. Retroviral infection and mutagenesis

pQCXIH-HA-RNaseH1 and pQCXIH-BAP1 were

purchased from Youbio Technology Co., Ltd.

pQCXIH-Flag-SF3B1 and pRetroX-Tight-HA-SF3B1-

GFP were obtained by subcloning the human SF3B1

cDNA of pENTR4-SF3B1 vector (provided by Dr.

Manoj Pillai in Yale University) in the pQCXIH

(Clontech plasmid #631516) and pRetroX-Tight-GFP

expression vectors, respectively. pRetroX-Tight-GFP

was derived from pRetroX-Tight-Pur (Clontech plas-

mid #632104) by replacing the puromycin resistance

gene with coding sequence for GFP gene. Retroviral

packaging and infection were performed as described

previously [5]. SF3B1 site-directed mutagenesis was

carried out using Q5 Hot Start High Fidelity DNA

polymerase from New England Biolabs per manufac-

turer protocol. The mutagenic oligonucleotide primer

pairs for substitution were as follows: SF3B1(R625H)-

forward: CGAGTATGTGCATAATACCACAGC-

TAG; SF3B1(R625H)-reverse: TCCATGTTGTCAA-

TATCTGG. The resulting construct was verified by

Sanger sequencing. Gene overexpression was con-

firmed by immunoblot analysis.

2.13. Immunoblotting

Immunoblotting was performed using a standard pro-

tocol. The detailed information of the antibodies is

provided in Table S2.

2.14. Immunofluorescence

Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS for

15 min followed by permeabilization with 0.1% Triton

X for 5 min. Cells were then blocked in 3% BSA for

1 hr and incubated overnight at 4 °C in primary anti-

bodies diluted in 3% BSA. Secondary antibodies and

phalloidin were diluted in 3% BSA and incubated for

90 min. Cells were covered with a drop of prolong

gold antifade reagent with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific, Waltham, MA, USA) for observation. Images

were captured with a Nikon Eclipse Ti confocal micro-

scope. Images depicted in figures were exported from

NIS elements imaging software. Primary and sec-

ondary antibodies used for immunofluorescence are

listed in Table S2.

2.15. RNA Interference

For inducible knockdown of BAP1, cells were infected

with doxycycline-inducible shRNAs for BAP1 (Sigma-

Aldrich, Cat#TRCN0000007374) using a lentiviral vec-

tor Tet-pLKO-puro (Addgene plasmid #21915). Duplex

siRNAs targeting BAP1 (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#SA-

SI_Hs01_00105395 and SASI_Hs01_00105396) were

transfected into cells with HiPerFection Transfection

Reagent (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Non-targeting siR-

NAs (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#SIC001) were used as control.

2.16. Quantitative Real-time PCR

Total RNA was extracted using RNeasy Plus Mini Kit

from Qiagen according to the manufacturer’s instruc-

tions. RNA samples were reverse-transcribed to cDNA

using iScript cDNA synthetic Kit (BIO-RAD) accord-

ing to manufacturer’s protocol. Primer sequences were

obtained from PrimerBank (http://pga.mgh.harvard.

edu/primerbank/). Real-time PCR was performed

using KAPA SYBR FAST qPCR kit (Kapa Biosys-

tems) and an Applied 7300 real-time PCR system. The

average cycle threshold (CT) values were determined.
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Target gene expression was normalized to housekeep-

ing gene GAPDH.

2.17. Genomic DNA and cDNA sequencing

Genomic DNA was extracted from cells using Pure-

Link Genomic DNA Mini Kit (Thermo Fisher Scien-

tific) following manufacturer’s instructions. For

analyzing SF3B1 and EIF1AX mutations of UM cell

lines, PCR was used to amplify exon 14 of SF3B1 and

exon 1 and exon 2 of EIF1AX. For analyzing genome

modification by CRISPR-Cas9, PCR primers were

designed to span the Cas9 cleavage site. Indel muta-

tions were analyzed through Sanger sequencing. For

analyzing allele-specific SF3B1 gene editing by

CRISPR-Cas9, reverse transcription PCR was used to

amplify exon 1-16 of SF3B1 cDNA, as previously

described [30]. For analyzing allele-specific GNAQ

gene editing, reverse transcription PCR products were

sequenced directly or after TA cloning.

2.18. RNA sequencing and bioinformatics

analysis

Total RNAs were extracted by TRIzol (Thermo Fisher

Scientific) from OMM2.3 and Mel202 cells transfected

with lentiCRISPR-Cas9-expressing empty vector or

BAP1 sgRNA (g2). Three replicates for each sample

were generated and analyzed. A total amount of 1 lg
RNA per sample was used for the RNA sample prepa-

rations. RNA was then sent to a sequencing company

(Novogene) for sequencing. Read quality was evalu-

ated using FastQC. Read pseudo-alignment to the ref-

erence transcriptome (hg38) and their counting were

performed using Kallisto [31]. The abundance values

were then imported into R platform using tximport

package [32]. DEGs (differentially expressed genes)

were identified by DESeq2 package [33]. Genes with

adjusted P < 0.05 were considered as significant

DEGs unless otherwise stated. KEGG enrichment

analysis of DEGs was performed using the online

database KOBAS3.0.

2.19. Animal work

All experiments involving zebrafish and nude mice

were performed in accordance with the guidelines by

the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of

Southern Medical University (2015-0056).

Wild-type AB zebrafish were obtained from China

Zebrafish Resource Center (Wuhan, China). Zebrafish

embryos were raised at 28 °C under standard condi-

tions. Zebrafish embryos at 48-hr post-fertilization

(hpf) were dechorinomated prior to cell injection. Cells

were fluorescently labeled by 5 lM CM-DiI (Thermo

Fisher Scientific) for 20 min at 37 °C. Approximately

100 CM-DiI-labeled cells were injected into embryonic

yolk sac using a micropipette and pump (World Preci-

sion Instruments). Engrafted embryos were sorted to

remove falsely injected embryos and as needed, treated

with or without 10 lg�mL�1 doxycycline (Sigma-

Aldrich), and maintained at 34 °C for a further

6 days. At 6 days post-injection (6 dpi), engrafted zeb-

rafish embryos were examined using an Olympus

MVX10 Zoom Fluorescence Macro System Micro-

scope. The tumor cells disseminated from the original

injection site (yolk sac) to distal regions (head, trunk,

and tail) were defined as invasive cells and manually

counted. Relative Invasion Index is defined as the

number of invasive cells at 6 dpi normalized to the

average number of invasive cells in the control group

at 6 dpi.

Eight-week-old male BALB/c nude mice were

obtained from Guangdong Medical Laboratory Ani-

mal Center (Guangzhou, China). The mice were

housed in a specific pathogen-free animal facility, and

the temperature in the facility was maintained at 22–
24 °C with an alternating 12-h light/dark cycle. OCM1

cells (3*106) with inducible BAP1 knockout and indu-

cible SF3B1 wt/R625H expression were grafted subcu-

taneously into the right back flank. When tumors were

just palpable, mice were fed 0.2 mg�mL�1 doxycycline

(Sigma-Aldrich) in drinking water supplemented with

2.5% sucrose over a period of 25 days. Primary tumor

masses were then collected and weighted.

2.20. Statistical analysis

All data analysis was performed using GRAPHPAD Prism

version 6.0c for Mac (GraphPad Software, CA). P val-

ues were noted in the figures. P < 0.05 was considered

significant.

3. Results

3.1. Mutual exclusive pattern of BAP1 and SF3B1

Mutations in UM patients

The top five recurrently mutated genes in UM are

GNAQ, GNA11, BAP1, SF3B1, and EIF1AX. We ana-

lyzed available UM samples and observed that GNAQ

and GNA11 mutations in 110 of the 118 UM (93.2%)

were mutually exclusive (P = 1.81e-20). BAP1 muta-

tions in 35 UM cases (29.7%) were mutually exclusive

with SF3B1 mutations (25 of 118; 21.2%)
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(P = 0.0066) and EIF1AX mutations (15 of 118;

12.7%) (P = 0.0051). SF3B1 and EIF1AX mutations

tended to be mutually exclusive (P = 0.19). Twenty-

five of 35 BAP1-mutant cases were truncating muta-

tions, while most SF3B1 alterations (20 of 25) encoded

an alteration of Arg625. Only two UM harbored both

a SF3B1 and a BAP1 mutation; the latter included an

in-frame mutation (R610_G619del) and a missense

mutation (G185R) (Fig. 1A). Given the fact that other

cancer types including BNLM and PLMT share a sim-

ilar gene mutation profile with UM, we included

BNLM and PLMT in our analysis. Across these three

cancer types, similar mutually exclusive patterns were

found. In this respect, GNAQ and GNA11 mutations

were mutually exclusive (P = 1.91e-26); BAP1 muta-

tions were mutually exclusive with SF3B1 mutations

(P = 0.0021) and EIF1AX mutations (P = 0.00013);

SF3B1 and EIF1AX mutations were nearly mutually

exclusive (P = 0.11) (Fig. 1A and Table S3).

As expected, BAP1 mRNA expression was signifi-

cantly (P < 0.0001) higher in wild-type UM cases

compared with mutant UM cases, consistent with the

observations that most of BAP1 mutations were trun-

cating mutations (Fig. S1A). However, SF3B1 gene

alterations did not change SF3B1 mRNA level

(Fig. S1B). Of note, SF3B1-mutant UM displayed

higher BAP1 mRNA levels than SF3B1 wild-type

cases, likely due to the fact that BAP1 mutations (thus

loss of BAP1 mRNA) occur selectively in the SF3B1

wild-type UM tumors (Fig. S1C). Ectopic expression

of neither wild-type nor mutant SF3B1 (R625H)

altered BAP1 mRNA and protein levels in Mel270 and

OMM2.3 cells, suggesting that SF3B1 does not affect

BAP1 expression (Fig. S2).

We investigated the genomic alterations in a panel

of 10 cell lines established from primary or metastatic

UM by deep mRNA sequencing. Among these UM

cell lines, Mel202 contains the heterozygous SF3B1

mutation (R625G) while the EIF1AX mutation (G6D)

is detected in 92.1 cells. None of the sequenced UM

cell lines harbors BAP1 mutations (Fig. S3A). Sanger

sequencing of genomic DNA from Mel202 and 92.1

further confirmed the above mutations (Fig. S3B).

Next, we determined protein expression of BAP1,

SF3B1, EIF1AX, and Gq in these UM cell lines.

Mesothelioma cell lines NCI-H2373 and Y-MESO-14

served as positive and negative control for BAP1 pro-

tein expression, respectively [27]. As shown in

Fig. S3C, all UM cell lines showed BAP1, SF3B1,

EIF1AX, and Gq protein expression, indicating that

mutations in SF3B1, EIF1AX, or GNAQ did not

silence their protein expression.

3.2. Co-existing mutations in BAP1 and SF3B1

induce senescence

We tested the effect of BAP1 deficiency on UM cell li-

nes with or without SF3B1 mutation. In Mel270

(SF3B1wt), OMM2.3 (SF3B1wt), and Mel202

(SF3B1R625G) cells, we deleted BAP1 by lentivirus

Fig. 1. BRCA1-associated protein 1 (BAP1) deficiency in UM cells with mutant splicing factor 3B subunit 1 (SF3B1) induces senescent

phenotype. (A) Oncoprint depicting the five genes that are frequently mutated in UM across three studies, including the TCGA uveal

melanoma (UM) dataset [4] downloaded from cBioportal [58], the exome sequencing UM dataset [8] and targeted amplicon-based next-

generation sequencing UM dataset [14], blue nevus-like melanoma (BNLM) [12,13] and primary leptomeningeal melanocytic tumor (PLMT)

[14]. Each bar in a column represents one patient, and each red bar represents the presence of the specified mutation. Data are from 179

patients. P values for mutual exclusivity of the paired gene mutations were derived from Fisher’s exact test. (B) Immunoblots show the

knockout (KO) efficiency of three different BAP1-targeting sgRNAs by lentivirus CRISPR-Cas9. L.E. represents a longer exposure of BAP1

immunoblot. The blots shown are representative of three independent experiments. (C) Images show senescence-associated

b-galactosidase staining in UM cells after BAP1 KO. G1, g2, g3 represent the three different sgRNAs used in panel B. The scale bar

represents 100 lm. Graph represents the percentage of b-galactosidase-positive cells versus total cells (at least 200 cells were counted in

random fields per group). The data are presented as the mean � SD (n = 3) from one representative experiment out of three. One-way

ANOVA followed by Tukey test was used for statistical analysis. (D) Representative images for nuclear size of Mel202 cells.

Immunofluorescence staining was performed for F-actin (green, phalloidin), BAP1 (red), and DNA (blue, 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole). The

scale bar represents 5 lm. Quantification of nuclear size of BAP1-proficient and BAP1-deficient Mel202. The data are presented as the

median with interquartile range (at least 100 cells were counted in random fields per group) from one representative experiment (n = 3) out

of three. The Mann–Whitney U-test was used for statistical analysis. (E) Colony-formation assay of Mel202 cells infected by vector control

(vec) or BAP1-targeting sgRNAs (g1, g2, and g3), and the colonies were stained with crystal violet for quantification. The data are presented

as the mean � SD (n = 3) from one representative experiment out of three. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey test was used for

statistical analysis. (F) Population doublings (PD) of Mel270, OMM2.3, and Mel202 cells infected by vector control (vec) or BAP1-targeting

g2 sgRNA followed over 12 days. Immunoblots show the BAP1 protein level to confirm the BAP1 KO efficiency in the respective cell pool

at the final time point (12 days). The data are presented as the mean � SD (n = 3) from one representative experiment out of three. (G)

Immunoblots show the BAP1 expression recovery during cell passages in Mel202 cells infected by BAP1-targeting g3 sgRNA. The blots

shown are representative of three independent experiments.
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CRISPR-Cas9 system using three different BAP1-

targeting single-guide RNAs (g1, g2, and g3). The

knockout efficiency of g2 was highest followed by g3

in the polyclonal population following puromycin

selection demonstrated by immunoblotting (Fig. 1B).

Upon BAP1 deletion, Mel202 cells grew poorly. We

found that BAP1 loss in Mel202 cells displayed

senescence-associated acidic b-galactosidase (SA-b-gal)
activity, reminiscent of cellular senescence. Moreover,

the frequency of SA-b-gal positive cells correlated with

BAP1 deletion efficiency in Mel202. Notably, similar

deletion of BAP1 did not increase SA-b-gal in either

OMM2.3 or Mel270 cells, which have wild-type SF3B1

(Fig. 1C). BAP1-deficient Mel202 cells also acquired

additional senescence phenotypes, including enlarged

nuclear size (Fig. 1D), reduction of Lamin B1

(Fig. S4A), and increased senescence-associated secre-

tary phenotypes (SASP) such as IL-6 and TNF-a
(Fig. S4B). In contrast, BAP1 loss did not alter these

senescent markers in Mel270 or OMM2.3 cells

(Figs. S4A–C). These results suggest that the combined

mutations in BAP1 (loss of function) and SF3B1 (neo-

morphic mutation) may cause senescence.

BAP1 deficiency in Mel202 cells strongly inhibited

colony formation in a manner proportional to the

BAP1 knockout efficiency of the three tested sgRNAs

(Fig. 1E). However, the inhibitory effect of BAP1 loss

on colony-forming capacity was substantially less pro-

nounced in Mel270 and OMM2.3 cells than in Mel202

cells (Fig. S4D). Accordingly, the percentage of EdU-

labeled cells (indicative of active DNA synthesis) was

significantly decreased in Mel202 BAP1 KO cells but

not OMM2.3 BAP1 KO cells (Fig. S4E). BAP1 loss

also induced cell cycle G1/G0 phase arrest in Mel202

cells, but not in OMM2.3 cells (Fig. S4F). We next

compared the effect of BAP1 deletion on cell growth

in UM cell lines. BAP1 loss moderately inhibited the

growth of Mel270 and OMM2.3, whereas it com-

pletely arrested cell growth in Mel202 cells (Fig. 1F).

To further demonstrate that BAP1 deletion inhibits

Mel202 growth, we cultured cell pools that were

infected with BAP1 sgRNA g3 which caused an effi-

cient but incomplete deletion of BAP1 (Fig. 1B).

Upon successive passages, we observed a gradual

increase of BAP1 protein expression, indicating that

the BAP1 knockout Mel202 cells were overcompeted

during the continuous culture of this heterogeneous

cell pool (Fig. 1G). In contrast, we could readily

establish BAP1 KO clones from Mel270 and OMM2.3

cells, but not Mel202 cells, after single-cell sorting

(Fig. S5). These data further support a notion that the

co-occurrence of BAP1 deletion and SF3B1 mutation

severely compromises cell growth.

To further investigate the genetic interaction

between BAP1 and SF3B1 mutations and to exclude

that other alterations in Mel202 might contribute to

the incompatibility with BAP1 deletion, we asked

whether deletion of the SF3B1-mutant allele in Mel202

cells could reverse BAP1 KO-induced growth arrest.

Mel202 cells have one mutant (R625G) and likely two

wild-type alleles of SF3B1 [30]. CRISPR-Cas9 system

was used to generate mutant SF3B1 KO isogenic cell

line. After screening a large number of clones, we iden-

tified a clone (named as SF3B1 mut-KO) that has

knockout of the mutant allele due to a 1-bp deletion.

This clone also has an in-frame deletion (3 bp) of the

wild-type alleles, which resulted in the change of His8

to Gln8 and deletion of Glu9 (p. His8_Glu9delinsGln,

Figs. S6A–C). We also observed a significant downreg-

ulation of SF3B1 mRNA level in SF3B1 mut-KO

clone by qPCR, which may be due to nonsense-

mediated mRNA decay (NMD) of the mutant tran-

script with 1-bp deletion (Fig. S6D). The SF3B1 anti-

body used in our study recognized the amino terminus

of SF3B1 protein; thus, the SF3B1 p. His8_Glu9de-

linsGln alteration possibly diminished the recognition

by the antibody in immunoblotting and immunofluo-

rescence (Figs. 2A and S6E). However, the remaining

p. His8_Glu9delinsGln alleles could still contribute to

maintaining in vitro cell survival in Mel202 SF3B1

mut-KO clone because it has been demonstrated that

survival of Mel202 cells critically depends on the wild-

type copies of SF3B1 [30]. In order to exclude possible

interference induced by SF3B1 p. His8_Glu9delinsGln

alteration in Mel202 mut-KO clone, wild-type SF3B1

(SF3B1 wt) was stably expressed in the SF3B1 mut-

KO clone, as confirmed by immunofluorescence and

western blotting (Figs. S6E and 2A). Importantly, the

BAP1 knockout-induced growth arrest was dramati-

cally rescued when the mutant SF3B1 allele was

deleted in Mel202 cells (Fig. 2A). Together, these

observations establish that BAP1 deficiency in addition

to SF3B1 mutation causes growth arrest in Mel202.

An important question is whether the senescence

phenotype observed in Mel202 is unique or general to

other UM cells. Therefore, we sought to determine

whether introduction of mutant SF3B1 with BAP1

deficiency could also lead to senescence in another iso-

genic context. Firstly, we established BAP1 KO clones

(BAP1 KO#1 and BAP1 KO#2) from OMM2.3 cells.

It should be noted that we could readily obtain BAP1

knockout clones in UM cell lines except Mel202.

Immunoblotting (Fig. 2B) and Sanger sequencing

(Fig. S5B) confirmed the depletion of protein expres-

sion and out-frame BAP1 gene editing, respectively.

Next, wild-type and mutant SF3B1 (R625H) were
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Fig. 2. BAP1 deficiency combined with SF3B1 hotspot mutation induces senescence. (A) Growth curve of Mel202 cells with different

SF3B1 mutation status infected by vector control (vec), non-targeting sgRNA (NT), or BAP1-targeting g2 sgRNA. Mel202 cells harbor

heterozygous SF3B1 mutation, SF3B1 mut-KO Mel202 cells contain out-frame deletion of the mutant allele and p. His8_Glu9delinsGln in the

wild-type allele, and SF3B1 wt indicates re-expression of the wild-type SF3B1 in the SF3B1 mut-KO cells. The data are presented as the

mean � SD (n = 3) from one representative experiment out of three. (B) Re-expression of Flag-tagged wt or mutant SF3B1 (R625H) in

OMM2.3 and BAP1 KO clones. The blots shown are representative of three independent experiments. (C) Images show acidic senescence-

associated b-galactosidase staining. The scale bar represents 100 lm. Graph represents the percentage of b-galactosidase-positive cells

versus total cells (at least 200 cells were counted in random fields per group). The data are presented as the mean � SD (n = 3) from one

representative experiment out of three. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey test was used for statistical analysis. (D) Growth curve of

OMM2.3 (solid lines) and OMM2.3 BAP1 KO#1 clone (dashed lines) infected with retrovirus encoding for wt or mutant SF3B1 (R625H). The

data are presented as the mean � SD (n = 6) from one representative experiment out of three.
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ectopically expressed in the OMM2.3 or BAP1 KO

clones (Fig. 2B). Ectopic expression of SF3B1wt did

not change SA-b-gal staining both in OMM2.3 and

BAP1 KO clones. Interestingly, although expression of

SF3B1R625H did not alter SA-b-gal staining in

OMM2.3 cells, it strongly induced accumulation of

SA-b-gal activity in OMM2.3 BAP1 KO clones

(Fig. 2C). Consistently, ectopic expression of SF3B1wt

did not change cell growth in OMM2.3 and BAP1

KO#1 clone; however, expression of SF3B1R625H com-

pletely blocked the cell growth of BAP1 KO#1 clone

while exhibited little effect on OMM2.3 cells (Fig. 2D).

These findings show that introduction of mutant

SF3B1 induces cellular senescence in BAP1 KO clones

but not their isogenic OMM2.3 cells. Collectively, we

conclude that co-existence of BAP1 deficiency and

SF3B1 mutation (R625H) induces senescence in UM

cells. Our observations thus reveal an explanation for

the mutually exclusive nature of BAP1 and SF3B1

mutations in UM.

3.3. Senescent phenotype induced by BAP1

deficiency and SF3B1 mutation is not dependent

on p53

The tumor suppressors p53 and p16 INK4A are canoni-

cal mediators of cellular senescence [34]. Considering

p16 INK4A was undetectable in Mel270, OMM2.3, and

Mel202 cells (Fig. S7), we focused on the potential role

of p53 in the observed senescence. We observed that

BAP1 deficiency in Mel202 cells increased protein

expression of p53, phospho-p53 at ser15 while it did not

induce the cleavage of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase

(PARP, an apoptosis marker) (Fig. 3A). Consistently,

expression of p21, which is a p53 target gene involved in

cell cycle inhibition and senescence induction, was also

induced (Fig. 3A). Since p53 level and its downstream

target p21 were elevated by BAP1 deletion in Mel202

cells, we asked whether the senescence phenotype

induced by BAP1 and SF3B1 mutations relies on the

p53 pathway. We established p53 KO clones (p53 KO#1

and p53 KO#2) from Mel202 cells by CRISPR-Cas9

system (Fig. S8). Then, BAP1 was deleted in p53-

proficient and p53-deficient Mel202 cells by CRISPR-

Cas9. Western blotting verified the deletion of p53 pro-

tein expression in p53 KO clones and the knockout effi-

ciency of BAP1 in the polyclonal cell pool (Fig. 3B).

Deletion of p53 only marginally rescued cell growth

arrest (Fig. 3B) as well as the loss of clonogenicity

(Fig. 3C) induced by BAP1 deficiency in Mel202 cells.

Although p53 knockout failed to effectively reverse

the growth arrest by BAP1 deficiency in Mel202 cells,

we noticed there were a few clones formed in p53 KO

clones after BAP1 depletion (Fig. 3C). We performed

sequential knockout by first infection with TP53

sgRNA followed by infection with BAP1 sgRNA;

then, cells were sorted into 96-well plates for single-cell

clones (Fig. S9A). Interestingly, all clones showed no

p53 protein expression, suggesting the survival advan-

tages resulted from p53 deletion (Fig. S9B). Of note,

we did identify one p53 and BAP1 double knockout

clone (dKO #28) (Fig. S9B). However, the dKO clone

gradually lost proliferative potential and exhibited a

flattened morphology (Fig. S9C), a phenotype reminis-

cent of senescence. These observations suggest that

p53 knockout may provide an initial survival advan-

tage for Mel202 cells upon BAP1 depletion, but does

not fully rescue senescence induced by the co-

occurrence of BAP1 deficiency and SF3B1 mutation.

3.4. BAP1 deficiency combined with SF3B1

mutation triggers DNA damage response

To explore molecular mechanism by which BAP1 defi-

ciency combined with SF3B1 mutation induces senes-

cence in UM cells, we performed RNA-sequencing

analysis of Mel202 and OMM2.3 cells with BAP1 dele-

tions mediated by the aforementioned lentiviral

CRISPR-Cas9 system compared with the vector con-

trol. Using the resulting mRNA expression profiles, we

identified 5216 differentially expressed genes (DEGs,

adjusted P-value < 0.05) between wild-type and BAP1

KO Mel202 cells and 6248 DEGs between wild-type

and BAP1 KO OMM2.3 cells (Fig. S10A and

Table S4). A heatmap of the DEGs in these two cell

lines upon BAP1 loss was shown in Fig. 4A. To

uncover cellular processes that were altered by BAP1

deletion, we preformed enrichment analysis of Kyoto

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) path-

ways for DEGs identified in OMM2.3 and Mel202

cells upon loss of BAP1 using KOBAS 3.0 online plat-

form. Downregulated genes in Mel202 cells upon

BAP1 deletion are mainly involved in processes related

to DNA repair, including base excision repair, mis-

match repair, nucleotide excision repair, and homolo-

gous recombination. In contrast, these pathways were

not significantly enriched by BAP1 deletion in

OMM2.3 cells (Fig. 4B and Table S5). Upregulated

genes in Mel202 or OMM2.3 upon BAP1 deletion are

primarily associated with pathways unrelated to DNA

repair (Fig. S10B and Table S5). Quantitative RT-

PCR confirmed that the selected genes related to

DNA-repair pathways were decreased more than 50%

in Mel202 cells but only changed slightly in OMM2.3

cells upon BAP1 deletion (Fig. 4C). It is worth noting

that DNA damage response defects are intimately
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linked to cellular senescence. Together, our results sug-

gest that BAP1 loss in cells carrying SF3B1 mutation

may impair DNA damage repair capacity and make

cells unable to deal with DNA damage stress, thus

leading to senescent phenotype.

The enrichment of DNA-repair pathways in Mel202

cells upon BAP1 deletion promoted us to test whether

BAP1 loss in cells with SF3B1 mutation could induce

DNA damage response. The mRNA expression of

BAP1 was downregulated by BAP1 siRNA (#1 and #2

A B

C

Fig. 3. p53 is not required for the senescence phenotype. (A) Immunoblots show the expression of indicated proteins of Mel202 cells

infected by vector control (vec) or BAP1-targeting sgRNAs (g1, g2, and g3). The blots shown are representative of three independent

experiments. (B) Growth curve of Mel202 and Mel202 p53 KO clones (#1 and #2) infected by vector control (vec) or BAP1-targeting g2

sgRNA. Immunoblots show BAP1 KO efficiency at the final time point (12 days) in Mel202 and Mel202 p53 KO clones (#1 and #2). The

data are presented as the mean � SD (n = 3) from one representative experiment out of three. (C) Colony-formation assay of Mel202 and

Mel202 p53 KO clones (#1 and #2) infected by vector control (vec) or BAP1-targeting g2 sgRNA, and the colonies were stained with crystal

violet for quantification. The data are presented as the mean � SD (n = 3) from one representative experiment out of three. Student’s t

test was used for statistical analysis.
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target different regions) and the BAP1 knockdown

was confirmed by western blotting (Fig. 4D). As

expected, BAP1 downregulation was associated with

an increase of mono-ubiquitination of histone H2A at

lysine 119 (H2AK119ub1) (Fig. 4D), which is a physi-

ological substrate of BAP1, in both Mel202 and

OMM2.3 cells. ATM is a key player in DNA damage

response and its activity correlates with phosphoryla-

tion. We observed that ATM phosphorylation was

increased in Mel202 cells upon siRNA-mediated BAP1

silencing, whereas knockdown of BAP1 showed no

effect on ATM phosphorylation in OMM2.3 cells

(Fig. 4D). Moreover, BAP1 loss also led to increased

53BP1- and cH2AX-positive nuclei, indicative of DNA

double-strand breaks, in Mel202 but not OMM2.3

cells (Figs. 4E and S11). These results indicate that

BAP1 knockdown preferentially induced genomic

stress in the SF3B1-mutant Mel202 cells.

We made an inducible BAP1 shRNA (Tet-pLKO-

puro system) and successfully established OMM2.3

stable cells. Next, wild-type or mutant SF3B1 (R625H)

was ectopically expressed to a level comparable with

endogenous SF3B1 in OMM2.3 stable cells, in which

BAP1 expression could be effectively reduced upon

BAP1 shRNA induction by doxycycline treatment

(Fig. 4F). We examined ATM phosphorylation as a

marker for DNA damage stress. Notably, ATM phos-

phorylation was increased only in OMM2.3 cells that

have both BAP1 knockdown and mutant SF3B1

expression. No elevation of ATM phosphorylation was

observed in either BAP1 knockdown or mutant SF3B1

expression (Fig. 4F). Therefore, the co-occurrence of

BAP1 knockdown and SF3B1 mutation induces DNA

damage response.

To assess the role of BAP1 and SF3B1 in DNA

damage repair, we examined cellular sensitivity to

drugs that inhibit DNA repair or induce DNA dam-

age. PARP is an important player in DNA damage

repair. We observed that BAP1 deletion sensitized

OMM2.3 cells to PARP inhibitor olaparib and

chemotherapeutic drug temozolamide (Fig. 4G). Simi-

larly, BAP1 KO OCM1 cells were also more sensitive

to these two agents than the control cells (Fig. S12).

Moreover, deletion of the mutant SF3B1 significantly

increased Mel202 cell resistance to the PARP inhibitor

and temozolamide though the effect was moderate

(Fig. 4H).

Splicing factor mutations have been demonstrated

to cause accumulation of DNA–RNA hybrids (also

known as R-loops), leading to replication stress [35].

Specific knockout of the mutant SF3B1 allele

decreased R-loops, evidenced by reduced phosphoryla-

tion of single-strand binding protein RPA32 at ser33

(Fig. S13A) and weakened S9.6 staining (Fig. S13B).

Importantly, ectopic expression of RNasH1, which

specifically degrades RNA-DNA hybrids, decreased

S9.6 staining and p-RPA (ser33) in Mel202 cells, indi-

cating that the observed immunofluorescence signals

were from the binding of S9.6 to R-loops (Figs. S13C

and D). An interesting question arising from our data

was whether R-loops contribute to the growth arrest

induced by BAP1 and SF3B1 mutations. In this

Fig. 4. BAP1 deficiency combined with SF3B1 hotspot mutation induces DNA damage response. (A) RNA-Seq data of differentially

expressed genes (DEGs) in Mel202 and OMM2.3 cells with BAP1 KO (g2) compared with vector control (vec). Data were analyzed with

DESeq2 (cutoff: adjusted P-value < 0.05). Hierarchical clustering of the DEGs was used to display the log2-fold changes. (B) KEGG pathways

enrichment analysis for the downregulated DEGs displayed in the heatmap. Only the top 10 pathways exclusively enriched in Mel202 cells

are shown. The bars represent the enrichment scores, -log10 (adjusted P-value). (C) Expression of DNA-repair genes was determined by

qRT-PCR after BAP1 KO in Mel202 and OMM2.3 cells. The change of gene expression was normalized to vec control. Error bars represent

SD (n = 3). (D) Immunoblots show the effect of BAP1 knockdown by siRNA on p-ATM, total ATM, and H2AK119ub1 in Mel202 and

OMM2.3. The blots shown are representative of three independent experiments. (E) Knockdown of BAP1 by siRNA led to increased 53BP1

foci and cH2AX foci in Mel202 but not OMM2.3 cells. The scale bar represents 5 lm. Graphs show mean percentage of cells with > 5

53BP1 or cH2AX foci (more than 100 cells were counted in random fields per group). The data are presented as the mean � SD (n = 3)

from one representative experiment out of three. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey test was used for statistical analysis. (F)

Immunoblots show the effect of inducible BAP1 knockdown on p-ATM and total ATM in OMM2.3 cells stably expressing vector, wild-type

(wt) SF3B1, or mutant SF3B1 (R625H). Stable OMM2.3 cells expressing inducible BAP1-targeting shRNA were established. These cells

were then infected with retroviruses encoding for control vector, wild-type SF3B1, or mutant SF3B1 (R625H). Cells were treated with

doxycycline (200 ng�mL�1) for 72 h. The blots shown are representative of three independent experiments. (G) Effects of BAP1 KO on cell

sensitivity to DNA damaging agents. Parental OMM2.3 or CRISPR-mediated BAP1 KO clones (#1 and #2) were treated with olaparib or

temozolamide with indicated concentrations for 6 days. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay. The data are presented as the

mean � SD (n = 3) from one representative experiment out of three. (H) Effects of SF3B1 mutation status on cell sensitivity to DNA

damaging agents. Mel202 cells with different SF3B1 mutation status (heterozygous SF3B1 mutation, SF3B1 mut-KO, and SF3B1 wt re-

expression in the mut-KO cells) were treated with olaparib or temozolamide as indicated concentrations for 6 days. Cell viability was

determined by MTT assay. The data are presented as the mean � SD (n = 3) from one representative experiment out of three.
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respect, neither ectopic expression of BAP1 nor knock-

down of BAP1 influenced R-loop formation

(Figs. S14A and B). Moreover, alleviation of R-loops

by ectopic RNaseH1 expression failed to rescue BAP1

loss-induced growth arrest in Mel202 cells (Fig. S14C).

These data suggest that the generation of R-loops by

mutant SF3B1 is not directly linked to cell growth

arrest induced. Consistently, ectopic expression of

RNaseH1 did not mitigate BAP1 loss-induced 53BP1

and cH2AX foci formation, suggesting that the

observed DNA damage occurs independently of

R-loops (Fig. S15A and B).

On the basis of the above data, we speculate that

either BAP1 deletion or SF3B1 mutation makes cells

more vulnerable to DNA damage. UM cells can sur-

vive either BAP1 loss or SF3B1 mutation alone; how-

ever, they cannot tolerate the co-occurrence of BAP1

loss and SF3B1 mutation due to impairment of DNA-

repair capacity, eventually leading to senescent pheno-

type and growth arrest.

3.5. BAP1 and SF3B1 double mutation inhibits

invasion of UM cells in vivo

To test whether BAP1 deletion affects cell migration of

SF3B1-mutant UM cells, we first performed transwell

assays in vitro. BAP1 deletion significantly decreased

migration capacity of Mel202 cells but not OMM2.3

cells (Fig. S16A). We next investigated the effect of

BAP1 deficiency in addition to SF3B1 mutation on UM

cancer cell migration in zebrafish xenograft models. The

transparent and immune-privilege nature of zebrafish

embryos allows direct visualization of single human

tumor cell migration, metastatic intravasation, and

extravasation in vivo. It has been demonstrated that

UM cells derived from metastasis showed an increased

ability to disseminate away from the yolk (implantation

site) than UM cells derived from the primary UM

tumors [36]. BAP1 was deleted by the aforementioned

lentiviral CRISPR-Cas9 system (Fig. 5A). BAP1 knock-

out polyclonal cell pool and empty vector-transduced

control cell pool were fluorescently labeled by CM-DiI

before they were injected into the yolk sac of 2-day-old

zebrafish embryos. Tumor cell invasion in the zebrafish

body was monitored at six days after injection (6 dpi).

Dissemination of tumor cells from the original injection

site (yolk sac) to distal regions (head, trunk and tail)

was observed. There was no obvious change in tumor

cells disseminated away from yolk sac in vector and

BAP1 KO groups of OMM2.3 cells. However, com-

pared with vector control group, there were significantly

fewer tumor cells disseminated away from the yolk sac

in the Mel202 BAP1 KO cells, indicating the inhibitory

effect of BAP1 deletion on invasion in Mel202 cells,

which have SF3B1 mutation, but not OMM2.3 cells

(Figs. 5B and C). Mel202 SF3B1 mut-KO clone showed

a significant decreased ability of dissemination compared

to its isogenic control Mel202 cells, which is consistent

with the pro-metastatic effect of SF3B1 oncogenic muta-

tions (Figs. 5D–F). Alleviation of R-loops by ectopic

expression of RNaseH1 in Mel202 cells did not mimic

the inhibitory effect of mutant SF3B1 deletion on cell

migration (Figs. S16B and C). Of note, BAP1 deletion

failed to further decrease tumor cell dissemination in

Mel202 SF3B1 mut-KO clone (Figs. 5D–F), suggesting
the inhibitory effect of the co-occurrence of BAP1 dele-

tion and SF3B1 mutation on invasion.

Next, we investigated tumor cell migration in an

inducible BAP1 KO model in which BAP1 was deleted

after cells were injected into yolk sac. We made a

doxycycline-inducible Flag-Cas9 expression by trans-

ducing cells with pCW-Cas9 (Tet-on promoter) and

selected Mel202 and OMM2.3 clones with inducible

Cas9 expression (Figs. S17A and B). These clones were

then transduced with pGuide-hygro lentiviral construct

expressing BAP1-targeting sgRNA (g2). We confirmed

that BAP1 expression in these clones was effectively

reduced upon doxycycline treatment, which induced

Flag-Cas9 expression (Fig. 6A). Doxycycline treatment

significantly decreased anchorage-independent growth

of SF3B1-mutant Mel202 cells but not SF3B1 wild-

type OMM2.3 cells in vitro (Figs. 6B and C). More-

over, doxycycline-induced BAP1 deletion greatly sup-

pressed dissemination of Mel202 cells but not

OMM2.3 cells in zebrafish (Fig. 6D). Collectively,

these observations suggest that BAP1 deletion prefer-

entially suppresses tumor cell invasion of SF3B1-

mutant Mel202 cells, but not the SF3B1 wild-type

OMM2.3 cells, in xenograft zebrafish models. The

observed suppression of invasion could be due to

direct effects of BAP1 loss on migration of SF3B1-

mutant cells as well as indirect effects of senescence-

related changes in cell proliferation and motility.

3.6. Constitutive Gq mutation is a UM

vulnerability but not required for growth

inhibition induced by BAP1 and SF3B1 double

mutations

To investigate whether the senescent phenotype induced

by BAP1 deficiency and SF3B1 mutation is dependent

on the constitutively active Gq signaling as most UM

have activated mutations in this pathway, we attempted

to delete Gq in Mel202 and OMM2.3. Mel202 has one

wild-type and one mutant (Q209L; R210K) GNAQ

allele (Fig. S18A) whereas OMM2.3 has two
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Fig. 5. BAP1 deletion suppresses in vivo invasion of SF3B1-mutated UM cells. (A) Immunoblots show BAP1 KO efficiency by lentivirus

CRISPR-Cas9. The blots shown are representative of three independent experiments. (B) Representative images at 6 days post-injection

(dpi) of vector and CRISPR-mediated BAP1 KO Mel202/OMM2.3 heterogeneous cell pool engrafted into the yolk sac of zebrafish embryos.

The images shown are representative of three independent experiments. The scale bar represents 500 lm. (C) Graphs show quantification

of tumor cell invasion. All experiments consist of three independent repeats. For each independent experiment, at least 10 embryos were

used in each group. Values of three independent experiments were given as mean � SD. Student’s t test was used for statistical analysis.

(D) Immunoblots show BAP1 KO efficiency by lentivirus CRISPR-Cas9. The blots shown are representative of three independent

experiments. (E) Representative images at 6 dpi of vector and CRISPR-mediated BAP1 KO Mel202/Mel202 SF3B1 mut-KO heterogeneous

cell pool engrafted into the yolk sac of zebrafish embryos. The images shown are representative of three independent experiments. The

scale bar represents 500 lm. (F) Graphs show quantification of tumor cell invasion. All experiments consist of three independent repeats.

For each independent experiment, at least 10 embryos were used in each group. Values of three independent experiments were given as

mean � SD. Student’s t test was used for statistical analysis.
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homozygous mutant alleles (Q209L) (Fig. S18B). Gq

protein could be effectively reduced by transient infec-

tion with each of the four different sgRNAs

(Fig. S18C). We found that much fewer colonies could

be obtained from Mel202 cells after single-cell sorting

when compared to similar experiments for deletion of

p53 or SF3B1. We were unable to obtain clones with

functional inactivation of the mutant GNAQ allele.

Interestingly, among the six clones sequenced, there

were five out-frame indels and one in-frame indels in the

wild-type allele. For the mutant allele, however, five

clones had in-frame indels (3, 6, 9 bp indels) and one

had a missense mutation (Q176K) (Fig. S18D). These

results indicate that the mutant GNAQ allele cannot be

inactivated in Mel202. For the OMM2.3 cells, there was

no difficulty to obtain single-cell clones. We sequenced

32 clones that had reduced Gq protein levels based on

western blotting. However, we failed to obtain any clone

that had out-frame editing in both alleles. Instead, we

found that all 32 clones had in-frame editing in at least

one GNAQ allele, confirming the high efficiency of the

CRISPR-Cas9 technology in our experiments. Among

the nine clones having genomic editing in both alleles,

all had one allele with 6 bp in-frame indels while the

other allele was out-frame indel in eight out of the nine

clones. Among the 23 clones having single GNAQ allele

editing, 19 clones had out-frame indels, consistent with

their lower Gq protein level based on our initial western

blotting screen (Fig. S18E). Collectively, these data pro-

vide compelling evidence that the mutant Gq is essential

for cell growth and/or survival of UM harboring the

mutation. Our data suggest that targeting active Gq/11

or their signaling will be an attractive approach to treat

UM as more than 90% UM cancers have activating

mutation in Gq/11.

Finally, we tested the OCM1 which does not have

GNAQ/11 mutation, but instead has an active BRAF

V600E mutation (Fig. S3A). We first established

doxycycline-inducible BAP1 KO OCM1 cells by the

aforementioned lentiviral Tet-on CRISPR-Cas9 system

(Figs. S17C and D). Next, doxycycline-inducible wild-

type or mutant SF3B1 was introduced by pRetroX-

Tight-GFP retroviral expression construct. In this sys-

tem, BAP1 deletion and ectopic SF3B1 overexpression

were achieved simultaneously upon doxycycline treat-

ment (Fig. 6E). Similar to data observed in the Gq

mutant UM cells, ectopic expression of mutant SF3B1,

but not the wild-type SF3B1, combined with BAP1

deletion strongly impaired tumor growth in a nude

mouse xenograft model (Fig. 6F). Together, these

observations suggest that co-induction of BAP1 defi-

ciency and SF3B1 mutation suppresses melanoma cell

growth independent of the GNAQ/11 mutation status.

4. Discussion

Recurrent mutations in BAP1 and SF3B1 are corre-

lated with high and intermediate risk of metastasis in

UM patients, respectively. Here, we identify that co-

occurrence of BAP1 deficiency and SF3B1 hotspot

mutation leads to cellular senescence due to compro-

mised DNA damage response (Fig. 7).

DNA damage, occurring as a result of endogenous

metabolic reaction and replication stress or from

exogenous sources like radiation and chemotherapeu-

tics, is a common stress which can trigger cellular

senescence. Both BAP1 and SF3B1 have been

described to participate in DNA repair. BAP1 defi-

ciency impairs homologous recombination, which

might make cells more reliant on other DNA-repair

Fig. 6. BAP1 deficiency combined with SF3B1 mutation suppresses in vivo invasion and growth of UM cells. (A) Immunoblots show BAP1

KO efficacy by inducible lentivirus CRIPSR-Cas9. Stable Mel202 and OMM2.3 cell clones with Cas9 expression under doxycycline-inducible

promoter were selected. These Cas9-expressing clones were then infected with lentivirus encoding for control vector (vec) or BAP1-

targeting sgRNA (g2). Cells were treated with doxycycline (200 ng�mL�1) for 6 days. The blots shown are representative of three

independent experiments. (B) Soft-agar colony-formation assay of Mel202 and OMM2.3 cells upon inducible BAP1 deletion. Colonies were

stained with crystal violet. The images shown are representative of three independent experiments. (C) Quantification of colonies. The data

are presented as the mean � SD (n = 3) from one representative experiment out of three. Student’s t test was used for statistical analysis.

(D) Representative images at 6 dpi of parental and inducible CRISPR-mediated BAP1 knockout Mel202 and OMM2.3 heterogeneous cell

pool engrafted into the yolk sac of zebrafish embryos. The scale bar represents 500 lm. After injection, embryos were soaked in egg water

containing doxycycline (10 lg�mL�1). Graphs show quantification of tumor cell invasion. All experiments consist of three independent

repeats. For each independent experiment, at least 10 embryos were used in each group. Values of three independent experiments were

given as mean � SD. Student’s t test was used for statistical analysis. (E) Immunoblots show inducible BAP1 knockout and inducible

expression of wild-type or mutant SF3B1 (R625H) in OCM1 cells. Cells were treated with doxycycline (200 ng�mL�1) for 3 days, and BAP1

deletion and wild-type/mutant SF3B1 were assessed by immunoblotting. The blots shown are representative of three independent

experiments. (F) BAP1 knockout combined with mutant SF3B1 expression inhibits OCM1 tumor xenograft growth in vivo. The same cell

lines used in (E) were grafted into nude mice subcutaneously, and tumor weight was quantified. Data are presented as median with

interquartile range. n = 8 mice per group. The Mann–Whitney U-test was used for statistical analysis.
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pathways and confer a higher sensitivity to PARP

inhibition [37]. SF3B1 has been described to be

involved in DNA repair in hematological tumors as

well [38]. In agreement with these findings, our study

shows that UM cells with BAP1 deficiency or SF3B1

mutation are more sensitive to PARP inhibitor and

temozolamide compared to their wild-type counter-

parts, suggesting compromised DNA-repair capacity

induced by BAP1 loss or SF3B1 mutation. This obser-

vation implies a therapeutic potential of DNA damag-

ing agents for cancers with BAP1 or SF3B1 mutations.

Our RNA-Seq-based transcriptome analysis shows

BAP1 deletion in SF3B1-mutant UM cells but not

SF3B1 wild-type cells downregulate genes that are

enriched in multiple DNA-repair pathways. It is thus

tempting to speculate that the transcriptional suppres-

sion of DNA-repair genes derived from co-occurrence

of BAP1 deletion and SF3B1 mutation impairs cells’

capacity to buffer DNA damage from endogenous

sources and consequently leads to DNA damage and

senescence. A recent study connecting H2A deubiquiti-

nating activity of BAP1 to DNA replication fork pro-

gression shows that the dynamic balance of

ubiquitination and deubiquitination of H2A can

prevent the formation of R-loops and thereby the

occurrence of replication stress [39]. Our study also

shows that BAP1 deletion maintained H2A of UM

cells at a hyperubiquitination status while selective

knockout of the SF3B1-mutant allele in Mel202 cells

decreased R-loops. However, modification of BAP1

expression does not influence R-loops. More impor-

tantly, alleviation of R-loops by ectopic expression of

RNaseH1 fails to rescue growth arrest and DNA dam-

age induced by BAP1 deletion in SF3B1-mutant cells.

Based on our data, the observed senescent phenotype

is unlikely associated with R-loops. Of note, allevia-

tion of R-loops also does not attenuate migration of

SF3B1-mutant cells, suggesting that other aberrations

induced by SF3B1 mutations might be responsible for

reduced cell migration. Future studies are needed to

address molecular mechanisms by which senescence

and reduced migration induced by BAP1 loss in

SF3B1 mutant contribute to invasion capacity in UM

tumors.

Gq/11 knockdown inhibits the growth of Gq/11-

mutated UM cell lines, whereas such effect was not

observed in Gq/11 wild-type cell lines [40], indicating

that Gq/11-mutated UM is Gq/11 addictive. Consis-

tently, we sequenced a large number of single-cell

clones derived from CRISPR-Cas9-treated Mel202

(heterozygous GNAQ mutation) or OMM2.3 (homozy-

gous GNAQ mutation) and found all clones remain at

least one functional allele of the mutant GNAQ with

in-frame editing or no editing. Similar to GNAQ/11,

SF3B1 functions as an oncogene whose hotspot muta-

tions confer a change of function. However, single-cell

clones derived from CRISPR-Cas9-mediated SF3B1

gene editing in Mel202 cells (heterozygous SF3B1

mutation) retain at least one functional wild-type allele

with in-frame editing, which is concordant with previ-

ous findings that cancer cells bearing SF3B1 mutations

exhibit dependency on the remaining wild-type SF3B1

allele, but not the mutant allele, for survival [41,30].

Thus, although selective deletion of mutant SF3B1 has

been reported to reverse aberrant splicing, it failed to

translate to growth-inhibitory effects on SF3B1-

mutated cancer cell lines [30]. These findings raise con-

cerns as to whether specific targeting of SF3B1-mutant

protein will yield robust antitumor effect. Moreover,

SF3B1 appears to be essential in normal cells without

SF3B1 alterations [30]. The fact that current SF3B1

small-molecule inhibitors bind and inhibit both wild-

type and mutant SF3B1 raises potential cautions

regarding the therapeutic index for SF3B1 inhibitors.

Classification of UMs has been based on chromo-

some copy number changes [42], multi-gene expression

profile (GEP) [43], and integrative analysis [4].

Fig. 7. A proposed model accounting for the observed mutually

exclusive pattern of BAP1 and SF3B1 mutations in UM. The

transcriptional suppression of DNA-repair genes derived from co-

occurrence of BAP1 deficiency and SF3B1 hotspot mutation

(R625H) impairs cells’ capacity to buffer endogenous DNA damage

and consequently leads to DNA damage and senescence. These

data provide a functional explanation for the observed mutual

exclusivity of BAP1 and SF3B1 mutations in UM.
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Prognostically favorable class 1 UMs are featured by

disomy 3, class 1 GEP, and mutation in EIF1AX or

SF3B1. By contrast, prognostically poor class 2 UMs

show monosomy 3, class 2 GEP, and mutation in

BAP1 [25]. With regarding of UM tumorigenesis,

almost all UM tumors carry a mutation in Gq signal-

ing (due to mutations in GNAQ, GNA11, PLCB4, or

CYSLTR2). These primary mutation events contribute

to tumor initiation while subsequence mutations in

other genes, such as BAP1, SF3B1, and EIF1AX, con-

tribute to tumor progression and metastasis [25]. UM

tumors are common in cell type origin (ocular melano-

cyte) and primary genetic alteration (Gq signaling).

Interestingly, BAP1 depletion by siRNA in UM cell

lines in vitro shifted the GEP toward the class 2 signa-

ture [9]. The existence of rare BAP1 mutations in Class

1 UM tumors also suggests that BAP1 mutations may

precede the emergence of the class 2 signature [9].

These findings indicate that BAP1 mutations may con-

tribute to the progression from class 1 to class 2. Nat-

urally, genetic mutations will affect tumor property,

thus tumor classification. One could argue that BAP1-

mutant tumors and SF3B1-mutant tumors are in dif-

ferent subclasses. However, using this argument to

explain the mutual exclusivity can be circular. Here,

we present a more informative explanation for the

mutual exclusivity based on the growth defect caused

by the combined mutations of both BAP1 and SF3B1

from isogenic cell pairs.

Synthetic lethality/sickness is an interaction between

two genetic events whereby either genetic event alone

has little effect on cell viability but the co-occurrence

of both events leads to cell death/unfitness [44]. The

presence of one of these genetic perturbations in can-

cer cells but not in normal cells can therefore create

opportunities for targeted therapy for defined patient

populations. Recently, a number of studies have car-

ried out large-scale synthetic lethality screening in cell

culture using CRISPR-Cas9-mediated knockout or

RNA interference. These unbiased screens map a

genome-wide synthetic lethality network [45–48].
Nonetheless, it is unpredictable whether the observed

synthetic lethal interactions derived from cell-based

screening are translatable in vivo. To overcome this

limitation, inferring synthetic lethal interactions from

mutually exclusivity of genetic events observed in

actual cancer patients serves as a complementary strat-

egy. In some cases, genes mutated in a mutually exclu-

sive pattern within a tumor type have been found to

be players in the same functional pathways, which can

be explained by functional redundancy. The observed

mutual exclusivity of GNAQ and GNA11 mutations in

UM falls into this category. In contrast, some

mutually exclusive aberrations in the same tumor types

could be due to synthetic unfitness where simultaneous

mutations in both genes are detrimental for cancer

progression [44]. In such a case, synthetic lethality of

paired mutations might provide cancer vulnerability

for targeted therapy. In this study, we show that

mutual exclusivity of BAP1 and SF3B1 mutations in

UM patients is due to senescence phenotype induced

by co-occurrence of these two mutations.

We noticed the co-existence of mutations in SF3B1

and BAP1 in two out of 118 UM cases. This appears

to be inconsistent with our model that SF3B1 muta-

tion combined with BAP1 deletion induces cellular

senescence. Notably, we have identified one BAP1 and

TP53 double knockout clone from SF3B1-mutant

Mel202 cells by single-cell sorting, suggesting that p53

deficiency can rescue the senescence induced by muta-

tions in both BAP1 and SF3B1, at least in our experi-

mental setting. Thus, it is possible that other genetic

or epigenetic alterations might help cells bypass senes-

cence associated with the combined mutations of

BAP1 and SF3B1, leading to the co-existing mutations

of these two genes in rare tumor cases. Indeed, many

synthetic lethal interactions are likely to be context

dependent. Various factors, such as background muta-

tions, can affect synthetic lethal interactions [49,50].

For example, loss of 53BP1 or components of the

non-homologous end-joining pathway can suppress the

synthetic lethal interaction between poly (ADP-ribose)

polymerase 1 (PARP1) and the breast cancer suscepti-

bility gene BRCA1 [44]. It is worth mentioning that

statistically significant mutual exclusivity indicates a

negative association between two genomic alterations

rather than the absolute absence of co-occurrence of

both alterations. For example, there are rare tumors

carrying both mutations in multiple mutual exclusive

gene pairs that display synthetic lethality [51–56]. The
existence of rare tumors carrying double mutations in

a synthetic lethal gene pair does not nullify the syn-

thetic lethal concept, but instead reflects the complex-

ity of the cancer (such as genetic/epigenetic

backgrounds and microenvironment) which contributes

to drug resistance to synthetic lethal therapy in clinical

practice [57].

5. Conclusions

Together, our data show an intolerability of combined

mutations of both BAP1 and SF3B1, providing a

mechanistic explanation for the observed mutual exclu-

sivity of these two genes in UMs. We further speculate

that this intolerability may also be applicable to blue

nevus-like melanoma and primary leptomeningeal
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melanocytic tumor as they display genetic mutations

essentially identical to UM.
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Fig. S1. mRNA expression of BRCA1-associated pro-

tein 1 (BAP1) and splicing factor 3B subunit 1

(SF3B1) in TCGA uveal melanoma (UM) dataset.

Fig S2. Ectopic expression of either wild-type or

mutant SF3B1 did not alter BAP1 expression in

Mel270 and OMM2.3 cells.

Fig S3. Genomic mutations and protein expression of

GNAQ, GNA11, BRAF, BAP1, SF3B1 and EIF1AX in

multiple UM cell lines.

Fig S4. BAP1 deficiency in UM cells with mutant

SF3B1 induces senescent phenotype.

Fig S5. Identification of BAP1 KO clones from

Mel270 and OMM2.3 cells.

Fig S6. Identification of Mel202 SF3B1 mut-KO clone.

Fig S7. The expression of p16 INK4A is absent in

Mel270, OMM2.3 and Mel202 cells.

Fig S8. Sanger DNA sequencing shows genomic edit-

ing of TP53 introduced by CRISPR-Cas9 in Mel202

p53 KO clones (#1 and #2).

Fig S9. Identification and characterization of BAP1

and TP53 double knockout clone from Mel202 cells.

Fig S10. KEGG pathways enrichment analysis for the

identified DEGs.

Fig S11. BAP1 knockdown does not cause DNA dam-

age in OMM2.3 cells.

Fig S12. Effects of BAP1 KO on cell sensitivity to

DNA damaging agents in OCM1 cells.

Fig S13. Deletion of mutant SF3B1 in Mel202 cells

alleviates R-loop formation.

Fig S14. Alleviation of R-loops does not rescue BAP1

deletion-induced growth arrest in Mel202 cells.

Fig S15. Alleviation of R-loops does not attenuate

BAP1 loss-induced DNA damage in Mel202 cells.

Fig S16. BAP1 deletion decreases cell migration in

Mel202 but not OMM2.3 cells.

Fig S17. Screening doxycycline-inducible BAP1 KO

clones.

Fig S18. Characterization of genomic editing of GNAQ

by CRISPR-Cas9.

Table S1. Guide sequences used.

Table S2. Antibodies used.

Table S3. Mutation status of GNAQ, GNA11, BAP1,

SF3B1 and EIF1AX in uveal melanoma (UM), blue

nevus-like melanoma (BNLM) and primary lep-

tomeningeal melanocytic tumor (PLMT) cases.

Table S4. Lists of differentially expressed genes

(DEGs).

Table S5. KEGG pathways enrichment analysis for

the identified DEGs.
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